
Keynote opening by Stefan Zhu, Talent Experience at Netflix  
As a HR generalist and Tilburg University alumnus, Stefan Zhu will share his experiences and 
specifically his expertise concerning inclusive workplaces.  
#hr, #wearenetflix, #employeeexperience #inclusiveworkplaces 
 

Alumni sessions 
Cognitive Science and Artificial Intelligence   
Nikki Leeuwis   Researcher & PhD Candidate at Unravel | Neuromarketing Research 
Navneet Tibrewal Product owner (app) at Hunkemöller 
Husam Alsalek  Program Support data platform at Tennet 
 
Communication and Information Sciences (BDM, NMD, CC) 
Elaine Buis    Communication advisor at CINOP 
Tim Staps  Senior Digital Marketing Specialist at Brisker Group 
Emmi Hovingh  Sustainability and Communications Officer at Perfetti van Melle 
Charmaine Leijgraaff Trainee Campaign Manager at Merkle 
Anique van Gorp Recruitment Consultant at Undutchables Recruitment Agency 
 
Culture Studies (OC, MCD, JL, HH)  
Nadine Roestenburg Author, researcher and curator  
Laurens Kleijntjens Projectlead at Feniks, emancipation expertise center in Tilburg 
Marieke Hendriks Customer Success Manager at GoodHabitz 
 
Data Science and Society 
Lars van Geet  Data Translator at CZ 
Rick Berens  Data Consultant at VIQTOR DAVIS 
Kim van Ruler  Policy advisor strategy at Statistics Netherlands (CBS) 
 
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Simone Wegman Editor at Valiz, an independent publishing house 
Max-Michael de Jongh Master student Fundamental Neuroscience bij de universiteit van Maastricht 
More names to be announced 
 
Philosophy (EBO, PCC, PHC) 
Tom van de Wijgert Policy advisor Poverty and Debt at municipality of Eindhoven 
Demi van der Kuijp Project officer Welfare at Aafje 
Laura Vromans  Researcher at Academic Workshop Tranzo 
 
Linguistics and communication sciences (RM) 
Nils Hendrix  PhD-candidate at Jeroen Bosch Ziekenhuis  
Hans Westerbeek Teacher at Utrecht University and owner of Studio Vlak 
Daan Meinders  Researchspecialist at Markteffect 
 

  



Company and theme sessions 
 
15:00 - 15:40 - Round 1 
 

Google (start at 14:50) 

Google is a technology company focused on Internet products and service, such as online 

advertising, online search, and cloud computing. Their mission is to organize all the world's 

information and make it universally accessible and usable. 

Deloitte 

Deloitte is one of the largest professional service providers in the fields of accountancy, tax 

and legal advice, consultancy, risk management and financial advice. Deloitte has not only an 

economic but also a social responsibility. Its aim is to have the greatest possible social 

impact through its various activities.  

PublicSupport 

 
Public Support is a nationally operating staffing agency specializing in government support, for 

example, a municipality or a province, the water board or an environmental service. For recent 

graduates they offer a Traineeship Young Support to kickstart your career in the public sector!  

The Content Exchange 

 

The Content Exchange (TCE) is a public content management system that brings creators and 

publishers together to produce, publish and distribute (news)stories. Our speaker will be Joris van 

Lierop, on of the initiators of TCE and the current CEO of the company 

 
15:50 - 16:30 - Round 2 

Indicia: 

Indicia is a digital agency aiming to provide digital solutions for companies. We combine 

creativity, technology and entrepreneurship. In this way, they provide concrete answers to 

sometimes complex questions. 

Online ID: 

Online ID is an online marketing company that supports other companies. Together with you 

they work on a strategy to grow your brand online. With a clear goal, strong skills and 

knowledge of the latest trends and developments they achieve optimal results for our 

clients.  

Genius Voice: 

Genius Voice aims to use voice technology to make information accessible to everyone. They 

are a company that is completely focused on voice technology. This includes speech 

recognition and natural language processing.  



De Correspondent: 

De Correspondent is one of the fastest growing journalistic platforms in the Netherlands. With more 

than 70,000 members, De Correspondent represents a new kind of journalism that does not go along 

with media hypes, but creates in-depth stories that help to better understand the world. 

VVD Tilburg: 

VVD Tilburg is one of the leading parties in our town council. Maarten van Asten, who has been the 

party leader for the past 4 years, will tell us what it takes to be active in local government.  

Markteffect:  

Markteffect is a full-service market research firm specializing in more than seven different 

research areas (consumer research, B2B research, healthcare, FMCG, leisure, education and 

sports marketing).  

 

16:40 - 17:20 - Round 3 

 

Fingerspitz: 

Fingerspitz is an online marketing agency and one of the six different companies under the 

Handpicked Agencies umbrella. Fingerspitz helps their customers to market their 

services/products through different online channels like Google, Facebook, LinkedIn, etc. 

Grizzly New Marketing: 

Grizzly New Marketing has been operating as the search engine specialist since 2001. They 

use a transparent working method and give clear explanations about their services. For 

customers it is made clear what exactly is done to make websites optimally findable. 

LiveWall 

LiveWall develops online experiences, creative concepts, innovative products, unique content, high-

profile campaigns and smart apps for the best brand. From serving personalised campaigns in 60+ 

countries in 45+ languages to a brilliant twist on your content strategy that will double your visitor 

numbers. 

Ikzieikziefilosofie 

Ik zie, ik zie, filosofie! Is the podcast that tries to answer the most annoying question all philosophy 

students get: ‘What is philosophy and what can you do with it after you finish your study?’. Bram and 

Bas, the two hosts of the podcast, will talk about their experiences in the past year of recording their 

podcast.  

WerkenbijdeEU 

WerkenbijdeEU is your gateway to the career opportunities at the EU: in the dynamic and 

culturally rich cities of Brussels, Luxembourg and Strasbourg, as well as in EU agencies across 



Europe and EU delegations around the world. The EU offers plenty of opportunities for 

candidates with a wide range of education and experience. 

17:20 - Networking and drinks   



DPG Media:  

DPG Media is the largest media company in the Netherlands. Their media have been 

reaching millions of Dutch households every day for decades. They inform, inspire and 

entertain. 

(Kunstloc) 

Kunstloc wants as many people from Brabant as possible to participate in art and culture, because 

that inspires and enriches your life. Kunstloc is committed to the cultural sector, education, the 

province, municipalities, social organizations and the business community.) 

 

 


